
Infinite Challenges ... Singular Solution 
Elite Personnel + Integrated Technology = Optimal Solution 



In spite of all the advances in technology, the 
single largest cost in our budgets remains staffing!  
The key to success in today’s challenging economy 
is formulating the ideal blend of personnel and 
technology.  VirSEC™ is that solution.

For decades, technology providers claimed that their systems could replace on-site officers.  Many 
industry experts resisted this assertion.  They contended it was not possible to replace the judgment, 
intuition and other human skills with technology.  VirSEC™ closes the loop on that argument.  

With a VirSEC™ Virtual Security Officer, you receive all the efficiencies 
and cost benefits of advanced technology while still maintaining human 
interaction. 
 
The first key component in this equation is Elite Personnel.  VirSEC™ 
Officers are Licensed Security Specialists.  These specialists are highly 
trained in utilizing the latest available technology to protect your 
assets.  With VirSEC™, you don’t have to sacrifice the human element 
in your security program.   
 
VirSEC™ uses technology to deliver a Virtual Security Officer … your optimal solution. 

The Virtual Security Officer 
Elite Personnel + Integrated Technology = Optimal Solution                                     

A HUFFMASTER COMPANY 



Most monitoring available today is reactive.  
Alarms or other triggers alert operators to look 
at your site.  The standard video segment is 10 
seconds in duration.  This works fine for basic 
concepts like alarm verification, but It is difficult 
to make any analytical decisions without more 
situational awareness.   

VirSEC™  Officers provide more proactive services, 
monitoring cameras and other systems on a real-
time basis.  This means that VirSEC™ Officers 
have a baseline comparison of normal activity. This 
permits VirSEC™ to differentiate more complex 
events that cannot be distinguished automatically, 
even with advanced analytic triggers. 

Would you call the police in this 
circumstance?

  Surveillance Detection

  Physical Security Design

  Dispatching Authorities

  Unified Incident Command

  Hazardous Materials Operations

VirSEC™ Officers are trained in a variety 
of skills that are customized specifically 
to assigned customer needs.  These topics 
typically include:

Situational Awareness is Difficult To Develop in 10-Second Clips

Proactive vs. Reactive 
Advanced Training Combined With Real-Time Monitoring                                     

Training



VirSEC™ Services
VirSEC™ Remote Managed Security provides a variety of remote video security services that 
replace many of the duties of on-site officers.  A VirSEC™ Officer can be assigned as your Virtual 
Security Officer. Flexible programs range from occasional access checks to dedicated monitoring.  
Several remote video services are advanced and applicable to critical infrastructure.  Others are 
basic, cost savings tools.  VirSEC™ provides solutions for everyone.

Dedicated Monitoring – Need higher skill levels, focused security 
professionals, significant situational awareness?   Dedicated staffing 
translates to greater reliability and success.

Video Surveillance – Remote Managed Security has many facets and 
applications. At the heart of these applications is Video.  Whether 
monitoring new IP devices or legacy analog,  VirSEC™ has a program 
for you.

Virtual Patrols – VirSEC™ is much more than responding to events.  
VirSEC™ Officers are proactive.  Virtual Patrols conducted by our officer 
use the same prevention-minded approach as a conventional on-site 
guard would use at much lower costs. 

Virtual Escort – Are your employees uneasy about leaving alone at 
night?  Give them the confidence of knowing their concerns have 
been addressed.  Virtual Security Escort allow a VirSEC™ Officer to 
scan the lot before your employees exit and the VirSEC™ Officer 
remains “with” them until they are safely on their way.

Remote Access/Doorman – Ever wish you could staff every entrance 
of your facility?  VirSEC™ allows you to control every access point as if 
you had an officer or doorman stationed right there.

Remote Intervention - Using speakers, strobe-lights and other 

remotely-triggered devices, a VirSEC™ Officer can prevent a loss rather 
than simply observe and report.



Bitatio volorit emposam, sed que magnatemquis endandenti:

Huffmaster Integrated Virtual Security Solutions: CASE STUDIES

Chemical / CFATS Utilities

Apartments HospitalsManufacturing Schools

VirSEC™ Operations Center

Chemical Manufacturer:
Problem:  New CFATS Regulations will require 7 
additional staffing positions, each 24/7.  Cost Estimate: 
$1.4M/yr

VirSEC™ Solution:  Two dedicated, 24/7, Virtual Security 
Officers, each focusing on separate components of the 
Regulation.  Cost (with added cameras and network 
infrastructure): $400K

Cost Savings:  $1M per year!

International Service Organization:
Problem:  Declining donations and budget constrains 
forcing reductions in security budgets at 7 staffed locations.  
Initial Budget $1.2M

VirSEC™ Solution:  Added cameras to several locations, 
dedicated 2 Virtual Security Officers.  Resulted in 10 
locations having coverage.  Annual Budget now $990K

Cost Savings:  $200K per year!



Virsec.Huffmaster.com 1300 Combermere Troy, MI 48083     P: 800.446.1515     F: 248.597.7055


